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War of galaxy characters

This article is about mobile games in 2015 to edit shares. You may be looking for Star Wars: Clone Wars Flash Game Hero's Galaxy. ESRB: All 10+ (Android)Apple App Store: 9+ We have great partnerships with talented people at Lucasfilm and Disney Interactive. Launched on November 24, 2015, this electronic arts-released mobile game is a collaboration
that will help EA Capital Games (src] Star Wars: Galaxy of Heroes executive producer John Salera deliver a unique mobile experience that conveys the immensity of the epic Star Wars franchise with the palm of your hand. The game was first announced at the 2015 Electronic Entertainment Expo at EA's press conference on June 15, 2015. [1] The game
allows players to collect characters from the prequel trilogy, Star Wars: Clone Wars, Solo: A Star Wars Story, Star Wars Rebels, Rogue One: A Star Wars Story, the original trilogy, Mandalorian, and the sequel trilogy, and can put those characters into battle. [1] Due to the nature of the game, it is not considered a Canon. [3] However, Ukiephedia is used as a
Canon source. The game also features legendary characters such as two knights from the Old Republic game, The Levan, Bastila Shan, Jedi Consul, Sith Trooper, Sith Marouer, and Sith Assassin. However, due to the sandbox nature of the game, the characters in the current story recognized by Lucasfilm will not be cirrhosised. Game Tutorial [Edit | Editing
Source] Cantina. The main game [Edit | Edit Source] the tutorial of the game starts you with a cantina bartender telling you about the holo table. Hutt appears, and he boasts about how skilled he is at holotables. When you use your first data card (a purchase with equipment, currency, etc., or in some cases a free package), you'll receive Clone Sergeant -
Step 1, Clone Wars Chewbacca, and Jedi Consul. You are scattered in battle on Kashyk where you fight B1 droids and one B2 droid. After that point the game will end the tutorial you can choose what to do next. With the expansion of Fleet Battle [Edit | Edit Source] Starfighter, players will be introduced to how to work with the help of cantina bartenders and
huts that meet in the first place. You must be at level 60 or above to be able to use the Starfighter and complete all Fleet Commander training. After a short battle, you get a battle with the Jedi Consulate and his StarFighter, Clone Sergeant and his ARC-170, resistance pilots and their X-Wing, Geonosian soldiers and Star Fighters, original trilogy and Episode
VII and their TIEs, Ackbar and Home, Thai fighter pilots from McKirk, both Thai fighter pilots, marquees and grooves, character fragments and spaceship blueprints for Mackie. Then there is another simple battle before the end of the tutorial. Gameplay [Edit | Edit Source] Hero Gameplay galaxy. Light &amp; Dark Side Battle [Edit | Edit Source] Player selects
5 light/dark side characters ( Allies on the same side) form a team and cancel three stages of the battle against the opposing team's computer characters. Battles are divided into normal and hard modes. Normal combat provides equipment, training droids, experience and credits. Hard combat provides things like blueprints for specific ships and characters
and/or the addition of debris. Earned credits and crystals can be used to purchase items and character shards. The more players progress in the game, the higher the level, which increases the energy that players need to play the game. Each hard battle can only be played 5 times a day (it can be refreshed due to crystals) and the Shard cannot be
compensated if the player is hapless. Light Side Battle is one of the first unlocks in the game, and dark side battles are unlocked when a player reaches three dark side characters and reaches level 12. Squad Arena [Edit | Edit Source] players select 5 characters (including light and dark side characters) to form a team, fight other real players' characters (AI
control) and improve their global ranking. Players can participate in up to five squad arena battles each day. In payout time, players will receive rewards in their inbox consisting of Squad Arena points, credits, and crystals based on their global ranking. Squad Arena points earned can be used to purchase items and character shards. Cantina Battle [Edit | Edit
Source] players choose 5 characters (including light and dark side characters and one alliance of both factions) to form a team and clear the three stages of the battle against computer characters per level, but there is no hard mode level. The Battle of Cantina has its own energy system that takes a long time to charge. Players can earn character fragments,
ship blueprints, credits, ability materials, and Cantina battle points. Cantina points earned can be used to purchase items and character shards. Unlike hard battles, Cantina battles can be played as long as the player has the energy to play. Like mod battles [Edit | Edit Source] Cantina battles, players choose 5 characters (including light and dark side
characters plus one alliance of all factions) to form a team. However, instead of the usual 3 steps, you need to go through 5 steps. Players can get credits, ability materials, Cantina battle points, and modes that can be used to enhance characters over 50 levels. Mod Battles use their system of energy. Galactic Wars [Edit | Edit Source] players choose 5 of
their characters (light or dark) to clear 12 battle stages for computer characters, but the characters are set in a team of other real players. When a character dies, it cannot be used again in subsequent stages until the player can reset it, and can be reset once a day. Every step provides credits, spaceship building materials, random rank training droids, and
ability materials. Win every two stages War is an item with war points (100 second and the second, and the rest (except the last 400) It gives you 200 spaceship blueprints, which can be used to buy character shards, and you get crystals every three stages. Challenge [Edit | Edit Source] Players choose 5 characters (including light and dark side characters,
one ally of all factions in the non-gier challenge) to form a team and participate in six challenges; certain assignments are available for two days each week. Don't include Sundays because you can use all the difficulties. , solved with up to 5 battles per challenge per day. In certain challenges, only characters of a particular class (e.g. therapist, support, tank,
attacker) are allowed. Players can earn credits, training droids, ability mats and gear pieces. As players level up over time, different levels of challenges will be unlocked, with higher amounts of rewards and better rewards per other level. Here is a list of other challenges. Ability To Challenge Matt - All allowed characters, must choose one ally. Darth Vader as
the last boss in 2 battles with supporting droids and award-winning Matt. It can be completed 3 times daily on what is available. Training Droid Challenge - All accepted characters, one must choose an ally. Boba Fett as the last boss, awarding healing support droids and support droids. It can be completed 3 times daily on what is available. Bounty Hunter
Challenge - All characters must choose one ally, for permission. Cad Bane has been named the final boss, and there are restrained and enhanced support droids, suppression-assisted droids that apply weakening effects on ally characters, and enhanced support droids that attack cad vanes. It can be completed 3 times daily on what is available. TAC Gear
Challenge - Tanks only, no allies are selected. It will award TAC equipment along with its final boss, Mace Windu, and two combat-enabled droids. Windu can inflict s chateaupoint on the character he hits, which means that if he damages him again, he will lose immediately. It can be completed 5 times daily on what is available. The tip to win is to
consistently stun him, don't let him use those shattering points. AGI Gear Challenge - Supports healers and support only, and no allies are selected. Barbarians are awarded AGI equipment with the final boss as Offress, along with two combat-assisted droids. Instead of hitting a character, his special ability causes massive damage to all Allied characters and
remains at 1HP. It can be completed 5 times daily on what is available. The tip to win is to knock him out, his ability blocked or bruised. STR Gear Challenge - Attackers only, no allies are selected. Awarded str equipment with the final boss as Grand Moff Takin and General Beth. Over the course of a few turns, they will have a selected amount of weakening
effects including ability blocks, attacks down, etc. However, if the ability block wears out, Special abilities will be much stronger than usual. 5x daily completion is possible on available days. The tip to beat it is to destroy the supported droid first and for all, as in the higher tier you will get a buff called Overload that makes your character deal 200% more
damage. In addition, first kill ordinary Veers, because in the higher tier, he has an unlimited use of extraordinary movements that are immensely powerful. Events [Edit | Edit Source] Jedi Levan Events. Players use the 5 characters needed to form a team and participate in special challenges that are available for a certain time and only for a limited time. Most
of them must use certain types of characters, such as Skundrel, Jedi, Rebel, Droid, and more. Some even allow players to use a player or spaceship that will be released into the game. Get items, credits, training droids, ability materials, character shards, blueprints, and more. Character events occur about once a month and sometimes vary. Allies and guilds
[Edit | Edit Source] players can form alliances with other real players and call their characters to help in light/dark side battles, cantina battles, challenges. Players can also form guilds and carry out attacks and fight one of The Team of Garmorea and Rancor, battle against Gradus and separatist AAT or battle against The Sith Trisconviray to earn rare solo,
regular Kenobi or Das Treia character shards. Players can also perform certain objectives (light/dark side combat, hard mode battles, PvP-ing, Cantina battles, etc.) and get guild points at the end of the raiders, which can be used to acquire character fragments, spaceship blueprints and items. Data cards and shipments [Edit | Edit Source] players can
purchase data cards and shipments containing various item packages to promote existing characters, upgrade equipment for existing characters, and unlock new characters. Players can purchase crystals, real money, credits, or alliance tokens, which can be obtained through combat or other means. Fleet Arena [Edit | Editing Source] Promotional Banner for
Heroes' Galaxy Arena Update. Players can use one of eight flagships, chimeras, home circles, endurance, experiences, finalists, radus, malevolance or negotiators to fight against other real players and improve their global ranking. At certain times of the day, players will receive rewards consisting of fleet points, building materials, and training droids used to
level the spaceship in their inbox, and will be able to earn crystals based on their global rankings. Fleet Points can be used to purchase items, spaceship blueprints, and character shards. Fleet Battle [Edit | Edit Source] Players can fight against computers using one of eight flagships, Chimera, Home One, Endurance, Exquitris, Negotiator, Radus, Finaliser or
Malevolance, and up to seven star fighters to fight against the computer. Like the Battle of Cantina. Like the Battle of Cantina, Fleet Battles has its own energy system that takes as much to recharge as the Battle of Cantina. However, each stage is divided into normal and hard modes, as is light and dark side combat. Normal Combat provides training droids
for units, units and ships, experiences, credits, and building materials. Hard combat provides the same reward plus blueprints and/or debris for certain ships and characters, the blueprints and debris received depend on what level is played, like hard mode light and dark side combat, hard mode fleet battles can only be played five times a day and players are
unfortunately not able to compensate for any blueprints or debris. Like the Fleet Challenge [Edit | Edit Source] General Challenge, players choose up to seven starfighters to form a team and participate in six challenges. Certain assignments are only available on certain days of the week. Monday is an exception because all assignments are available. All
challenges must be challenged by players using Home One, Endurance, or Expedix as a capital line. Players earn building materials, training droids, ability materials and spaceship blueprints for home circles, endurance and execution. Achievements [Edit | Edit Source] Many other games have specific goals that pay off. Star Wars: A Galaxy of Heroes is no
exception. Players can gain achievements based on the different battles they've played, level progression, and more. These things are rewarded to players with credits, crystals, and character fragments. Edit | Edit Sources This list is incomplete. You can help by expanding Ukiefedia. References [Edit | Edit | Notes and References [Edit | Editing Sources]
External Links [Edit | Edit Sources] Community content is available in CC-BY-SA.
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